3Shape TRIOS
Engage and excite your patients

Create patient excitement
with 3Shape TRIOS

Why
3Shape TRIOS?

3Shape TRIOS® allows you to enhance patient experience with
exciting engagement tools, reduce chair-time and embrace
new treatment opportunities.

Give a great treatment experience
Excite patients by bringing digital
impressions and treatments to life

TRIOS is an open and widely integrated solution that gives you
unrestricted production possibilities for a vast range of dental
indications and cost-saving workﬂows. Through a range of
powerful apps and continuous software upgrades, TRIOS
ensures that your practice stays ahead as your business
grows stronger.

Get more open options
Choose lab or in-house production,
with access to an unrivalled ecosystem
Grow your practice
Advance case acceptance, expand
your oﬀer and boost proﬁtability

5 ways digital impressions will
boost your business1

Improve patient
experience
Get digital accuracy and
limit manual errors
Enjoy easy impression taking
and reduce retakes
Save time and see
more patients

56%

of all practices are considering
buying a digital impression system
within the next 3 years 2

100%
of patients prefer
the digital workﬂow3

Save

Calculate your savings
by investing in 3Shape TRIOS
at triosroi.3shape.com

Save on impression materials
and shipping costs
2
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Give a great treatment
experience with superior
scanning technology
3Shape TRIOS® excellence is recognized by multiple leading industry honors,
including ﬁve consecutive Cellerant Best of Class Technology Awards.

Wireless

Enhance comfort with wireless innovation
TRIOS is the world’s ﬁrst intraoral scanner to
oﬀer a wireless option. 3Shape TRIOS 3 Wireless
gives you the freedom to perform digital scans
unrestricted by wires, optimizing comfort for
both you and your patients.

Improve patient care with remarkable
scan speed and documented accuracy
TRIOS scans are up to twice as fast as conventional
impressions4, and deliver high accuracy on single
units, quads and full arch, as documented by
multiple comparative university studies.5-8

Engage patients with realistic colors and
shade measurement
Create high-quality digital impressions in lifelike
colors and apply reliable shade measurement
to evaluate treatment and activate dialogue
with patients.

“TRIOS 3 Wireless is a breakthrough in scanning technology. It’s easier for doctors and assistants to use,
and much more comfortable for patients. In our practice, we all love it… doctors, sta ﬀand patients!”

“Patient Speciﬁc Motion will completely change the way
occlusion and function are managed.”

Dr. Jonathan L. Ferencz
New York, USA

Dr. Nelson Silva
Minas Gerais, Brazil
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Perfect your restorations with 3Shape TRIOS
Patient Speciﬁc Motion
Accurately capture your patient’s bite automatically
in real-time, while you scan, and use TRIOS Patient
Speciﬁc Motion to record a series of diﬀerent bite
positions, highlight occlusal contacts and get a
better understanding about case possibilities.
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Give a great treatment experience

Excite patients
and advance case
acceptance

“Seeing is believing. Showing patients realistic esthetic
improvements with TRIOS Smile Design gets them
instantly excited, and helps grow my business.”
Dr. Alan J. Jurim
New York, USA

Use 3Shape TRIOS apps to give your patients insights into their
dental health and proposed treatment plans.
The new 3Shape TRIOS® MOVE is the ultimate
patient/dentist communication tool.
Show patients their digital scans and dynamic treatment information
close-up, and create greater opportunities for treatment dialogue
and joint decision-making.
The ergonomic and lightweight design of TRIOS MOVE allows
you to always position the screen in the right place, and enjoy
superior user experience.

Provide better preventative care with
3Shape TRIOS Patient Monitoring
Compare a patient’s scans between visits to monitor
changes in their dental status, and identify a timely
and eﬀective care plan. Share the insights with your
patient to gain acceptance for the treatment they
really need.

Show patients their future smile
with 3Shape TRIOS Smile Design
Simply take a photo of your patient’s face, and easily
create their new beautiful teeth in minutes. Share
the photo-realistic image with your patient to excite
them and advance treatment acceptance.

Grow orthodontic treatments
with 3Shape TRIOS Treatment Simulator
Scan your patient and show their present dentition
compared to the ﬁnal results of orthodontic
treatment to gain case approval.

Join the MOVEment
Find out more about TRIOS MOVE at www.3shape.com/jointhemovement
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Get more open options

One solution for send-to-lab
Send-to-lab
3Shape TRIOS® allows you to seamlessly connect to thousands of TRIOS Ready labs and treatment providers
oﬀering a full range of indications, materials and expertise. Easily interact with your lab using 3Shape Communicate
on your mobile device or web browser.

and in-house production
In-house
Use 3Shape TRIOS apps to expand your oﬀering and grow your business with same-day-dentistry,
implantology and orthodontics.
3Shape TRIOS Design Studio
Perform same day-dentistry in your practice, with intuitive guided workﬂows that simplify the design and
production of crowns, inlays, bridges and veneers. TRIOS Design Studio is compatible with all leading
industry mills (view the complete list at 3shape.com/designstudio ).

Crowns, bridges, veneers,
inlays and onlays

Full and partial dentures
Exclusive to TRIOS

Post and core
Exclusive to TRIOS

1

2
SCAN

Abutments, implant
bridges and bars

Sleep appliances

3
DESIGN

MILL

Clear aligners

3Shape Implant Studio
Enhance patient experience and
increase predictability by oﬀering
implant planning and surgical guides

3Shape Orthodontic Studio
Widen your range of treatment
options and digital workﬂows

“Going digital was easy with TRIOS. I can communicate and collaborate with my laboratory
better than ever, while also beneﬁting from savings on model-free restorations.”

“Designing and manufacturing in-house allows me to eﬃciently manage case dialogue and gain greater control.
Oﬀering same-day dentistry and less invasive surgery allows me to provide great patient treatment experience.”

Dr. Narenderan Rajan
New Jersey, USA

Dr. Simon Kold
Herning, Denmark
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Get more open options

Access an unrivalled
ecosystem

A ﬁt for every practice

Empower your practice with the comprehensive and ever-expanding 3Shape TRIOS® ecosystem,
continuous software upgrades and free STL export. With total integration to your preferred partners,
you can secure the most cost-eﬀective and relevant options for your practice, and gain greater
opportunities for proﬁtable success.

1. Scanner

2. Grip

3. Setup

TRIOS 3 Wireless

Pen

Pod

TRIOS 3

Handle

MOVE

Implant Manufacturers
Work with all major
implant companies

Conﬁgure your 3Shape TRIOS® according to your needs and budget

Dental Labs
Send-to-lab for
all indications

TRIOS 3 Mono

Milling Machines and
3D Printers
Choose from a vast range
of trusted and open
manufacturing options

Orthodontic and
Sleep Solution Providers
Select between 30+ partners for
clear aligners, bracket systems
and sleep solutions

Cart

Practice Management System
Integrate TRIOS with your
Practice Management System
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About 3Shape
3Shape is changing dentistry together with dental professionals across
the world by developing innovations that provide superior dental care
for patients. Our portfolio of 3D scanners and CAD/CAM software solutions
for the dental industry includes the multiple award-winning 3Shape TRIOS®
intraoral scanner, the upcoming 3Shape X1 CBCT scanner, and market leading
scanning and design software solutions for dental labs.
Two graduate students founded 3Shape in Denmark’s capital in the year 2000.
Today, 3Shape has over 1,200 employees serving customers in over 100
countries from an ever-growing number of 3Shape oﬃces around the world.
3Shape’s products and innovations continue to challenge traditional methods,
enabling dental professionals to treat more patients more eﬀectively.

Let’s change dentistry together
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